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SUMMARY 
The To”“ny Jack property, owned 100% by AIan Raven, is comprised of 59 claim “nits. The 

proper& is sihmled 95 kilometres north ofHazelton, B.C. It lies in the Atria Range of the Skeena 
Mountains, “ear the cotdluencc of Towy Jack Creek with the Sicintine Ftiver. 

The Tommy Jack property in conjunction with the adjoining Warren ground. 20 “nits on the 
northv~en , covers a large zone of pervasive carbonate alteration. Wilhin this zone are widespread gold- 
silver-lead-zinc-bearing quartz-carbonate veins in shears and stockworks in Bower Group sedimenlary 
rocks and in grawdiorite (da&e) dykcs and sills. The natwe of the mineralization is compared to the 
Silver Standard Mine. X5 kilometres to the south (past production of 203,839 tonnes containing 463,000 
grams of gold and 236,00010D0 grams of silver) except that the gold grades are significantly higher at the 
Tommy Jack property 

Work completed by Intertech Minerals in 1989, while involved in a joint venture with Noranda, 
included 14.1 kilometres of grid geochemical sampling, geophysical sweys and geological mapping. 
The work generated a number of gold and mulli~lement targets to the southwest and southeast of the area 
worked bv Noranda, some of mrhich need more work to fully define, prior to drill testing. Several strong 
VLF anomalies wre also found to correlate v,ith the southwest geochemical anomaly. The targets 
generaced by the Intertech work are now completely covxed by the Tommy Jack property The highest 
grade gold values found to date (2.2 oz& gold) are from float found in the vicinity of the southeast 
anomaly. The ~~otk done bye Rave” in 1995 also extended the geochemical anomalies especially east of 
Unnamed Creek 

The results of the work conducted during the 1999 season were most encouraging. The 
understanding of the glacial transporl of the high grade floats and the partial displacement ofthe soil 
anomalies has helped greatly in understanding the complexities of the anomalies. 

The SelfPotential swey delineated moderate to very strong anomalies which indicate graphite 
rich structures and possibly sulphide rich zones in the sediments. More work needs to be done to fiuther 
access the genesis of the SP anomalies. The hand trench dug to bedrock (68OON 91 IOE Noranda grid) 
exposed a graphite rich zone that is strongly anomalous in gold and arsenic. This “arrow shear zone is 10 
metres east of a massive sulphide lens (stein) in sandstone which assayed -664 o//t gold over 8 inches 
(Intertech). The large solphide rich floats found down ice and east of the SP anomalies also contain 
graphite indicating that graphite rich structures could also be the conduits for the mineralizing solutions 

The hand trench at I8475N 21140E exposed stmchrally deforma arsenic rich siltstone which 
is the ~OSL probable swrce of the arsenic soil anomaly in this area 

The traverses on the southern portion of the property covered areas of tmmineralired, structwa& 
deformed sediments which included a dacite dyke that was equally deformed (shattered). This greatly 
helped in understanding the structural model for the propetty Data and observations made on these 
traverses also explained the genesis of the mineralized quartz stockworks in the &cite dykes encountered 
in Notanda drill holes. These traverses if done in a meticulous matter will reveal in the creeks, dry stream 
beds and steep areas more outcrop and exposures than one would expect to find. 

There is also the real potential of a sediment hosted (sattdstone/siltstone) and/or intrusive hosted 
bulk mineable gold deposit. This potential is indicated by mineralized stockworks in sediments and 
intmsives encountered in Notanda drill holes immediately adjoining the Tommy Jack property to the 
northwest 

The property is therefore considered to have excellent potential to host both high grade veins of 
the Silver Standard type and low grade stockworks or quartz vein zones in shears or granodiorite 
intrusions. (Allen 1989 Intertech report). This opinion is slill valid today and includes the potential of a 
sandstone hosted bulk mineable gold deposit. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
Self Potential survey 

The SP survey should be expanded in order to more fully understand lhe structural 
components of the property as indicated by the graphite rich stmctures and to locate precise targets for 
further wenching. A few lines should be nm over the best Noranda drill results to determine if there is an 
SP signatom, this %vould of course depend on permission from the owner of the “Warren” ground. 

V.L.F Survey 
An e.xpansion of the area of covered by the previous VLF survey is warranted in order to 

delineate any extensions of the present anomalies and to locate any further anomalies. 
Geochcmisq; 

The expansion of a soil geochemisQ suwy to cover areas of interest is warranted 
including a more detailed infill survey in the main target zone and more detailed son’eys in any new 
anomlics that are developed. 

Geological Mapping 
The work carried out this year has proven that meticulous work carried out in the 

drainages and steeper areas of the property will discover mom bedmck exposures than originally was 
thought to lx the case Bedrock exposures can be located by veq careful prospecting and then mapped by 
a geologist or other qualified personnel. 

Trenching 
Much more hand trenching can be carried out on the geophysical anomalies as they are 

located This rype d hand work is slow and labour intensive but is veu beneficial to determining the 
genesis of wme of the anomalies. The trenches will in some cases expose bedrock. the xtious soil layers 
and also help to determine the location of till cover on the property. 

Prospecting 
Detailed and meticulous prospecting will locate additional exposures of bedmck and 

floats of importance to the understanding of the pmpcrly 
Previous data 

The previous gaochemical data generated by the soil surveys should be reassessad in 
view of the determination that the ice movement was from the north thus transporting the soil anomalies 
and floats uphill. 
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OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM 
The objectives of the 1999 program were multiple: to test and evaluate the usefulness of a self 

potential survey in tbis geological environmenl to ascertain the genesis of the soil anomalies, to locate 
and map as many bedrock exposures as possible in the target areas, to locate suitable targets for hand 
trcncbing, to trace the high grade floats lo their source, and to examine the southeast area for any 
indications of surface mineralization 

INTRODUCTION 
The Tommy Jack property covers widespread gold-multi4ement soil anomalies, VLF and self 

potential anomalies occurring in Bower Group sedimentary rocks intruded by dacitic dykes. This ground 
is part of a claim package held under option by Nor&a in a joint venture with Gold Cap and then 
Inter&h Minerals (1986 to 1989). The “Warren” ground that adjoins lbe Tommy Jack property on the 
northwest was where most of the drilling has taken place but a much larger arca (139 units) wzs the 
subject of preliminq exploration programs. These programs consisted of geuchemical, geophysical 
geological smwys which delineated a much larger area than that covered by the “Warren” ground. The 
anomalies, soil and geophysical. have not been folly defined and need much mom work to fully delineate. 

The purpose of this report is to summarize the results of the fieldwork conducted in 1999 by Alan 
Raven. The 1999 season’s work consisted of establishing 3.1 kilometres of new grid, re-establisbing 3.8 
kilometres of Intertech grid, geophysical survey (selfpotential) of 4.3 kilometres (fig. 5). geological 
mapping of approximately 18 hectares at a scale of 1:2,5OO (fig. 6) and traverses Covering approximately 
500 hectares at a scale of 1:101000 (fig. 3). Also mentioned in this report is some of the previous work 
carried out by Noranda, Intertech and Raven. 

LOCATION, ACCESS, PHYSIOGRAPHY 
The Tommy Jack pmperty is situated 95 kilometres nonh of Hzelton. It lies immediately to the 

south of the contluence of Tommy Jack Creek with the Sicintine River, which in turn flows into the 
Skeena River. 

Access is by helicopter. about an hours flight from Smitbers. There are presently new logging 
roads being built into the immediate area and the closest road is about 10 kilometres to the south. 

The property is in the Atria Range of the Skeena Mountains. The slopes are gentle to m@demtely 
steep with elevations ranging from 1110 to 1760 metres. A heavy virgin forest growth of balsam fir, 
spruce and hemlock covers most of the claim area up to 1500 metres elevation, above which heather. 
scrub fir _ grasscowed areas and talus predominate. 

CLAIM DATA 
The Tommv Jack !xouem’commises 59 claim units (6 tits are over staked by a 20 unit claim) . . . . 

Note: TJ - 11, 12. 13, 17. 18 and 22 will be included within TJ _ 8 when this work is tiled. 
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HISTORY OF TFIE PROPERTY 
t Canes Aerial Exploration 1964-65 

+ Lome warren 1984 

+ Optioned by Noranda 19X4-85 - geological and geochemical surveys 

+ Option continued and additional ground stakczi NorandalGold Cap JV 1986-87 - geological, 

geochemical. geophysical surveys with drilling carried out on the “Warren” ground 

+ Option continued Noranda/Gold CapiIntertech JV ( new begets generated j 1988-89 - geological. 

goechemical and geophysical surveys on the “Raven” ground. 

+ Property idle but in good tiding. Option with Warren dropped 

* Rmett acquiml19 units as some of the ground cowxcxi by the new targets lapses 1995 - geological, 

geochemical and prospecting 

+ Raven acquired 6 units as additional ground lapses ( Warren also acquires adjoining claims) 1996 

l Raven acquired 24 units (which include 6 units staked in 1995) in 1999 to cover target areas - 

- geological, geochemical, geophysical surv~s and prospecting. 

+ Approximate total expenditures on exploration in the immediate arca to date is $650,000.00 

Note: The majority of the Norm&/Gold Cap monies were spent on Warren’s ground which 
adjoins the Tommy Jack property on the northwest with the majority of the remainder spent on what is 
now the “Raven” ground. (TJ series of mineral claims) 

GEOLOGY 
REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

The Tommy Jack Creek proper@ is in the Intermontanc belt, one of the five major subdix:isions 
of the Canadian Cordillera. The belt consists of Mesozoic volcanic and scdimenta~ rocks and is bounded 
on the east by the metamorphic rocks of the Omineca Belt and on the west by the Coast Crystalline Belt. 

The rocks underlying the claim area are pan of a thick assemblage of marine and non-marine 
sediments composed of shale, siltstone, sandstone and conglomerate (fig 2). The assemblage, referred to 
as the Bower Lake Group, was deposited in a broad basin (Bower Basin) at least 200 kilometres wide 
and 300 kilometres long. This basin is interpreted by Eisbacher (1977) to be a marginal basin (developed 
along the continental margin), open to the west and filled with sediments derived from a tectonically 
thickened welt in the east and from the older terranes and volcanic chains on the west. Subsequent sea 
floor spreading and subduction resulted in 1) the welding of the older volcanic-plutonic terraces onto the 
continental crust and 2) uplift and deformation of the rocks of the Bowscr Basin. 

Intmsive into the Jurassic Bower Group sedimentary rocks are a Cretaceous series of stocks and 
small batholiths of porphyritic granodiorite and quartr monzonite termed the Bull& Intrusions. TheJ- lie 
in a belt SO kilometres wide and 300 kilometres long, and include a cluster of intrusions in the Atria and 
Sicintine Ranges in the north and extend southwxd to include the Quanchus Intrusions in the Whitesail 
Lake area. The Tommy Jack Creek property is ten kilometres north of the known northern limit of this 
bdt. 
The Bulklcy Intrusions have a number of commot~ characteristics including: 

1) Cretaceous age (70 to 84 million years) 
2) high level characteristics 
3) host to a number of important copper-mol$denom and molybdenum-tungsten deposits 

(Carter, 1981) such as Mt. Tomlinson and Glacier Gulch, and 
4) host to a number of important precious and base metal deposits soch as the Silver Standard 

and F&her Dehoule Mines, both near Hazelton 
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PROPERTY GEOLOGY 
The Tommy Jack properly is on the eastern edge of the Bowser Basin where tectonic movement 

has uplifted the sediments in collision with the continental margin and crealcd pathways for the intrusive 
rocks (Late Cretaceous Bolkley Suite and to the east the Eocene Kastberg Suite). 

The property is underlain by the Bower Sediments which in the claim area consist of 
interbcdded sedimentary elastics; siltstone. arkosic sandstone, shale and argillite with minor 
conglomerates. There are exposures of the siltstone and sandstone throughout the property but only minor 
conglomerate was encountered in some of the drill holes. These beds are gently folded with a generally 
westward dip on the west of the East Scarp ofMoret Ridge, are deformed by a series offault zones within 
the proper& and dip gently east on the eastern boundary of the property 

Faulting has been the result of tectonic extension which has caused a series of down dropped 
blocks on the property. Each swcessive block has dropped as one moves from west to east across the 
property The majori@ off3ult.s and airphoto lineaments strike 340 to 360 degrees but there are also east - 
west structures indicated on the airphotos. Faulting is observed on the ground, in drill holes and on air 
photographs There is a possible uplift of one of the central blocks as indicated by a circular feature 
expressed on the airphoto. This may be an expression of a buried intrusive from which the dacite dykes 
originated and/or from which the mineralizing fluids were derived. 

The sediment package is intruded by a fclsic unit of the Cretaeous Bulkk?y Intrusive Suire(?), 
field named da&e. Multiple intersections of the da& in the drill holes suggests that there are multiple 
dykes within each of these fault zones (dyke swums) or that intense faulting has broken single dykes into 
small sections. The da&es have pervasive s&cite and carbonate alteration with the matic minerals 
altering to chlorite. 

The quartz and qoart&‘carbonate veining is multidirectional in both the sediments (sandstone 
and siltstone) and the dacite dykes. The data supports the interpretation that this veining occurs within 
broad fault zones within all rock types that the structures penetrate e.g. stoctiorks in both 
sandstone/siltstone and the dacite dykcs were noted in drill holes. 

ROCK SAMPLES 
A total of 35 rock samples were collected from various locations on the Tommy Jack property in 

the 1999 season (figs. #3 and 6). These samples were collected from bedrock outcrop or exposures except 
for TJR-5 to 9 which are floats, TJR-11 and 28 which are sub-xop. 

TJR-2,3 and 4 were collected from the hand trench #l in fig. 3; dug to expose the SP anomaly at 
6800N 9 110E ( anomaly #5 ). These samples carried anomalous gold values and wee also highly 
anomalous in arsenic. The samples were taken from the gmphitic shear/fault zone outlined by the SP 
survey The graphite zone is within the siltstone, in comact to the west with sandstone. The samples are 
lowed approximately 10 metres east of the high grade c.664 oz/t) sample of massive pyrite in the 
sandstone. (sampled during Intertech program) 

TJR-5 is a sharply angular piece of sandstone float that was located a short distance dew ice 
from the area of the SP, soil and the VLF anomalies of the main area swveyed in 1999. This sandstone is 
fractured, pyritic with pyrite fracture fillings, carbonate altered, weakly anomalous in gold, stron& 
anomalous in am&c and sulphm and weak@ anomalous in lead and zinc. 

TIR-19, one of the samples from the hand trench #2 (TIR-17 to Zl), is weakly anomalous in gold 
and moderately anomalous in arsenic. The series of adjoining samples ( TJR- 17 to 2 1 ), are all anomalous 
in arsenic, are from altered siltstone, are located in an arsenic soil anomaly and are located in a weak SP 
anomaIy area. 

TJR-27 is sandstone exposed in the bed of Unnamed Creek approximately 5 - 10 m&es upstream 
of the dacite dike mapped by Allen ( fig # 3 ). This sandstone is mineralized with galena and pyrite It is 
strongly anomalous in silver, lead and cadmium as well as anomalous in zinc and sulphu. 

In the area of trench #2 the arsenic values in the siltstone are s&cient to generate the arsenic 
soil anomalies. 
NOTE: No samples of quartz with signilicant sulphide conlent collected in the 1999 season were analyzed 
because all samples of sulphide rich quartz collected by Noranda and Intertech retmned good to excellent 
gold values (.2 to 22.0 oz./t) 



ROCK SAMPLES TOMMY JACK 1999 

and pyrite I I I I I 
1 T.IR-S 1 anmlar float micaeous altered sdst or altered dacite, <5 co.2 2 14618 

qtz\-doing &tb B Tite I I I I I 
float, angular dsl with qtz SI wk <5 co.2 <2 1 12 1 6 

o/c, grab, foliated altered sdst, awnpyrite? c5 0.2 2 82 20 

floats sob-crop; fine sdsl with qtzcarb veining, <5 co.2 2 48 32 
contains minor remaining n.-+o 
ok, qtz-carb zone. chip x 0.5 m <5 co.2 <2 22 16 

o/c, qtz vein in qtz-carb zone. rep X 0.25m <5 co.2 <2 <2 <2 

o/c, qtz-carb zone,_breccia, rep y n wrn cc 07 4 72 <2 n “.&.,I.. 

o/c. sdst with fine qtz filled fractures 
-‘- ^^ y’c 

I -- I -,- I -- 

=4 [ 0.2 ( 4 [ 90 1 <2 
I , 

TJR-9 
TJR-10 
TJR-I 1 

TJR-I2 
TJR-13 
TJR-14 

ok; slst chip x 0.4m 
^I_ 

_.- 
<5 1.4 a 2 
<5 0.2 2 16 
25 0.6 2 34 
-3 10.2 2 26 
<5 0.2 2 30 
<s co.2 2 34 
C.5 0.2 6 52 

0.2 <2 108 
I<5 02 2 120 

TJR-26 ok, slsl 

1 16 I 

TJR-3 I 
TJR-32 
TJR-33 
TN-34 

o/c, sdst w-itb qtz& veining, chip X 0.5m 
o/c; qtz vein chip X 0,35m.(#31, 32, 33 continuous) 
o/c, altered micaeous sdst (felsic dike ?) pq?ite; qtz 

C5 0.4 4 40 24 

<5 co.2 <2 20 64 

15 co.2 <2 42 2 

veins, cab. alteration, grab I I I I I 
TJR-35 ok, altered micaeous sdst (felsic dike ?) pyite, qtz <5 co.2 2 68 <2 

veins, cab alteration, grab 
o/C = outcrop (ezq~sure), sdst = sandstone, slst = siltstonc (includes mudstone, c&tone and vev fine 
da), qt~ = qmrtx, snvk = a&work, carb. = cabonate usuall?; ankaite, rep. = representative, X = across 
Analytical values: Au in ppb, Ag, pb, Zn and As are in ppm. 
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Hi9hly anomalaus rock grab samples, 1987-1989 

Ssmole No. Location jive cs oescrit:ion 
Au 

0d:on ppb 

lCJ30 

26778 
76110 
76111 
76121 
75122 
76124 
78072 
86615 
85619 
86621 
SE@Bl- 
88886 
88802 
88893 
88895 
88897 
BE979 
92601 
99081 
99085 
99091 
99097 

ahcve treelire 
above tre?line 
7200 N. 9312 E 10 
7200 ft. 9313 E 15 
Unnaned Creek i3 
Unnamed Creek 4 
Unnamed Creek 15 
above treeline 5 
near TJ87-5 
Unnamed Creek 4 
Unnamed Creek 6 
Unnamed Creek 5 
Unnaned Creek 
Unnaned Creek 
Unnamed Creek 

60.0 
0.5 
1.0 
2.0 
2.0 

13.0 
33.0 

85.0 
90.0 

S of grid boulder qz.Py,as? 
above treeline qz*py 
above treeline ?.as.v,:y 
Beaver Creek boulders qr.gn,py 
above treeline qz,Py.as9g".sD 
above treeline a;.py,as,:d.gn 
Beaver Creek boulder qz,sp,td,gn,py 
Beaver Creek boulder qr,Py,gn 

50.0 
50.0 
65.0 
60.0 
95.0 

talus 0.206 
talus 0.204 
float 13.730 
float 6,780 
flnac 5,400 
cobble lb.950 
cobbie 29,900 
float 0.730 
trench 12,210 
float 0.755 
float a.922 
WtcrDp 0.201 
float 0.413 
float 0.522 
float 1.160 
float 0.249 
talus 0.552 
talus C.218 
float 1.oec 
float 0.221 
Mus 0.164 
float 0.414 
float 0.966 

44 

azlton p3- 

32.07 
0.18 

47 
30 

2,OE6 
?CB 
227 

4.63 
40 

2.33 
3.33 
2.31 
l.Gi 
3.00 

24.04 
0.83 
2.!9 
0.66 
7.46 
0.e-i 

41.55 
74.10 

6.5i 

1J 5? Unnamed Creek bou!der qz float 0.241 195 
1J 6 6820 II, 9090 E 41 trench 0.664 !? 
TJ 8 Beaver Ck. tr. 41 float 0.445 69 
TJlO Meret ridge al float 1.01 il 

906318 Unnamed Creek 7 qr.Py,g".sPh 
906219 6679 N. IOOC E 13 qz>?y.as 
9063iZ Beaver Ck. tr. a q',QY 

f!oat 2.17 
float 0.042 
float 0.049 
float 0.999 

17.97 
0.29 
0.46 

55.65 906323J! Beaver Ck. tr. 15 qz.PY,g”.sP,cQy 

Narerial 
Sulfides Samc!ed 





SELF POTENTIAL SURVEY 

OBJECTIVES 
The objectives are to determine if S.P. will delineate structure, rock type and/or sulphide 

mineralization in this geological cnvironmcnt while at the same time testing the feasibility and usefulness 
of this +pe of geophysical survey on fhc Tommy Jack property. 

BASICS OF THE SELF POTENTIAL GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY 
The self-potential method is small-scaled, versatile, aad provides a simple, reliable and 

economical means of near-surface electrical prospecting for certain base metal sulpbides and other 
mineral resources. (E.G. Pye, Director, Ontario Geological Survey) 

Importanl Facts (Burr> S. V. 1982) 
1. Natural SP anomalies of a few hundred to over a thousand millivolts, and of negative sign by 

convention, arc caused by the iron sulphides pyrite and pyrrhotite> the copper sulphide chalcopyrile. 
and the native elemenl graphite. Crapbile gives the strongest SP reaction, followed by pyrrhotite, 
pyrite, and chalcopyrite. Stmng negative anomalies are also reported over chalcocite, cwellite and 
anthmciite (Sat0 and Mooney 1960). 

2. Manganese oxides (psilomelane and ~olusite wads) have been observed to give positive SP 
anomalies. 

3. The peak of an SP anomaly is detected with the measuring pot positioned directly above the source 
4. The SP method does not determine secondary fields, so survey results are much easier to interpret. It 

does not respond to subsurface valleys, wet clay, shears, or faults; an& in the author’s experience, the 
SP method does not provide results which could lead to a false anomaly. 

5. The SP method responds to good conducting sulphides (both oxidized and unoxidized bodies), 
graphite, and nonconducting (disseminatedj sulphides if these sulphides are oxidizing. 

6. The SP method does not respond to zinc; lead, gold, or silver minerals. Horvexr, some iron 01 copper 
sulpbides are generally present with these metals an4 ifoxidizing, will result in an anomaly. 

‘7. In the case of a strong and obviou graphite SP anon&J-, the method cannot indicate the presence or 
absence of associated sulphidcs. 

Brief Theoq (Burr, S.V.) 
Most explanations of the SP phenomenon propose that a “wet” sulphide (or graphite) body 

develops negative and positive electrical potentials at its top and bottom, resulting in a both metallicaJly 
and eleclrolytically mediated “flow” of elewochemically generated current around and through the body. 

It is possible that sulpbide and graphite bodies in contact with ground water elertroljtes induce a 
“pontaneous” DC flow of currcn~ but local ground currents are not solely- related to potential ditrerences 
arising from spontaneous polarization of a conducting body. The author considers that the natural lellwic 
fields and currents encircling the earth provide a natural applied electrical field which - close tc an 
electrolylc-bathed SP w: - can @vc rise to a “conducive” spontaneous polarization effect which distorts 
the local primary geosymmetry of natural electrical fields near the earth’s surface 

Self Potential Equipment 
The equipment used on the project was a digital Fluke multimeter (M&.477) with the scale set 

to accurately read to +/- ImV, a 300 m&e spool of IP wire on an IP spool, hvo porous SP pots filled with 
a supersaturated solution of copper sulphate and a canvas bag pxlially filled with wet claylhumus 
material for each pot. 
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ORIENTATION and TEST SURVEY 
The orientation and test survey was carried out in the area east of Nomnda grid co-ordinates 

6800N 9000E w~hich is equal to Intertech grid co-ordinates 1915ON 213OOE. The rock exposed in the 
Intertech trench is sandstone with a small massive sulphide (pyrite) vein (lens?) which assayed ,664 oz& 
over 8 inches. This region also has a gold soil geochem anomaly with values of 30 to 6200 ppb in a 30 X 
40 metre area. The test was carried out over known sulphide mineralization with good gold grades within 
the sandstone. The graphite rich mne was not knowm at the time of the orientation survey This area was 
chosen because it has multi-element soil and VLF anomalies, high grade floats in the area, a confirmed 
gold shonring and is located on a major lineament. 
Note: Only “bare” SP pots were used in the test/orientation survey otherwise all the survey was carried out 
using the same methodology as described below. 

METHODOLOGY 
The baseline location was chosen to be between four known VLF anomalies. witbin the area of 

multi-element soil anomalies and within the physical parameters of the available equipment. 
The prwiously established grid stations were wed throughout the SP surveys (whenever possible) 

so that previous data, geophysical and geochemical, would correlate to e.xactly to the same reference 
points as the new data generated in 1999. 

The methods used on this smvey were the ones described by S.V. Burr (appendix 3). The smvey 
was carried out using a 300 m&es of &ire wound on an LP. reel, two porous pots each in a canvas bag 
and a Fluke multimeter (Model 77 with the scale set so the readings were accwale to lmv). In the 
primae target area (see figure #5 ) an S.P. baseline was set up with stations and readings taken every 25 
metrcs plus wherever the baseline crossed one of the cast west gridlines. The main area baseline is slope 
comec~ with a bearing of 170 degrees, a total length of 800 me&s and the stations marked with Tyvek 
tags secured with wire ties. A base station uias set up wherever a grid line crossed the SP baseline and the 
moving pot was used to take readings on both sides of the baseline. The grid line readings were taken at 
10 metre intervals for 250 to 300 meres on both the east and west side of the baseline. The detail readings 
were taken in the areas requiring more definition (2m down to 15 cm spacing depending on the detail 
required). The grid on the east side of Unnamed Creek was much smaller with a smaller baseline and 
swey area but used the same spacing for stations and readings as the main grid area. A total of 
approximately 900 readings were taken on these surveys ( 10 to 2 m&e spaced readings, calculations and 
normalized values are tabulated in appendix #2 ) 

RESULTS 
The SP survey was successful in proving it is a feasible, useful and cost effective exploration tool 

to use on the Tommy Jack proper@. The survey indicated the placement of smxtures related to the 
graphite enriched fault/shear zones. The anomalies correlated very well with the previous VLF anomalies 
generated by the Intertech survey (Allen 1989) and accurately located the probable source of the VLF 
conductors. This accuracy enabled me to dig several hand trenches and pits to test these anomalies. 
Sevcral of the anomalies are toa deep to practically trench by hand particularIy on the western side of the 
main area (fig. 5). It appears, at this early stage, that the SP survey will also help to delineate the rock 
units by their SP signature. The stronged anomaly is coincident wth a VLF anomaly and has been 
generated mai& by the graphite content of the stmctme. 

The SP anomalies in the main target area are; 
#I - 18500N (south) 21560E to 19225N 2138OE a > 750 metres 
#2 - 18300N 2161OE to 1922SN 21305E > 9OOmetres 
#3 18800N 2124OE to 189OON 2122OE > 100 metres 
#I - 18700N 21200E to 18900N 2114OE > 200 me&es 
#5 - nonhem part of # 1 
#6 northern part of #2 
#7 - 18600N 214OOE +I- 100 metres 
#8 - 18300N 21210E +I- 100 metres (weak anomaly) 
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Description of the anomalies 
#1 - This includes #5 v&h forms the northern part of the anomaly. The normalized values at 

the grid lines are, from the south, -337, -360, -476, -536, -174, -720, -587 and -522 mV. I interpreted 
these values to be in the area of the graphite except for the most southern (-3%) reading which may align 
more with the #2 anomaIy than with the #l anomaly. This anomaly contains the sulphide mne that was 
exposed in the Intertech trench and the graphite zone discovered in 1999. The graphite is located within 
10 mews of the massive sulphide vein and probably masked the sulphide signature. 

#2 - This includes #6 which forms the northern end of the anomaly. The normalized values, from 
the south, are -396, -SOS, -456, 339, -415, -303: -319, -376 and -439 mV. I interpret that thevalues in 
this anomaly may have ken generated by sulphide veins/zones because of the more gradual change in 
values in comparison to the graphite zone and the overall lower values. This gradual change may also be 
due to a much greater depth to bedrock but I did not see anything that would in indicate a significant 
change in the depth of the ovcrbuden. 

#3 - The normalized values~ from the south, are -376 and -429 mV. This is a short hut strong 
anomaly which may be generated by sulphides and not graphite as per my interpretation in #2. 

#4 -The normahzedvalues, from the south are -213, -412 and 316 mV. This is also a short but 
stmng anomaly with values in the same range as #2 and #3. I also believe that this anomaIy may he 
caused by sulphides and not graphite. There is a dramatic change in values behveen stations 2112OE and 
2 1llOE on line 18900N where the values change 242 mV within 10 metres thereby indicating a rock type 
change. 

#S - This weak anomaly is only about 100 metres and appears to be isolated from the others. It is 
however in an arsenic soil anomaly and therefore may have more significance than the numbers suggest. 

TRENCHING 
Hand trenches and pits 

Trench #I - dug to expose the SP anomaly 
Co-ordinates: 9802N 91 IOE @wuuIa), bearing of the trench 062 degrees 
Dimensions: 3.5 X 0.75 X 0.5 metres exposing approximately 1.25 metres of bedrock 
Exposure was of a sheared zone within the siltstone with a graphite and quartz rich core 
Rock samples TJR - 3, 4, 5 

Trench #2 - dog to expose a weak anomaly in an arsenic anomaIy with a gold axwnaIy in the 
immediate area. 
Co-ordinates: 18470N 21142E, Bearing of trench 250 degrees 
Dimensions: 6.0 X 0.5 X 0.5 metres, exposing approximately 5.0 me&s of bedrock 
Exposure was of quartz-carbonate veined siltstone with a small right lateral fault at the 
west end of sample TJR - 17. Rock samples TJR - 17 to 22 

Trench # 3 - dug to expose a newly discovered quartz vein in sandstone located on the northeast 
flank of Moret Ridge. 
Cosmhnates: approx. 17900N 21421E, Bearing oftrench 080 degrees 
Dimensions: 2.5 X 0.5 X 0.75 mews, exposing approx. 1.25 metres of bedrock 
Exposure (outcrop) of a quartz win in the sandstone. Sample # TJR - 31,32,33 

Numerous pits wze dug in the areas of the various SP anomalies but veq few exposed any 
bedrock. Some of these pits did expose bedrock in areas outside the anomaly areas and these exposures 
were sampled if any sign of mineralizaton was observed. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Self Potential survey 

The SP suwey generated several anomalies in the main target area. some of which are coincidenl 
with the VLF anomalies generated by the Intertech surveys. The contoured values of the data indicate the 
localion of one of the main stmchues as well as other structures and / or sulphide/gmpbite zones and /or 
rock unils. The S.P. comelatcd very well with the previous V.L.F. survey done by Intertech Minerals (fig. 
#5 ) The accuracy of the SF survey determined the precise location of the anomaly thus indicating the best 
target area for a hand trench. The band trenching was successful in locating the anomaly in the area of 
6800N 9100E (Noraoda) which was graphite and sulphides in a shear zone. The results of the survey 
indicate that the self potential electrical geophysical method is a w&l exploration tool in this area It 
generated a series of anomalies that are parallel to the principal stmctores as interpreted from the air 
photos and delineated a graphite rich zone that is anomalous in gold and pathfmder elements. It should be 
noted that the major@ of high grade floats found on this property contain graphite. 

All of these anomalies, except 7 and 8, are open to the north. These anomalies are all sob-parallel 
to one another and I believe they are strxturally r&&l I also interpret that a fault, bearing 133 degrees 
from 18300N 21610E to 1SSOON 2114OE, has affected the anomalies. This structure has terminated 
anomalies 2,i and 4 on the south and also displaced 1 on the south end. The anomalies are also 
coincident or nearly so, with the previous VLF anomalies (Intertech). These anomalies may outline a wide 
shear zone in the sedimentary rocks. The wide spacing of the grid lines between 18400N and 18700N 
makes the “tying together “ of the line to line values oncetin but the anomalies are still in the immediate 
area even if they turn out not to be not exactly as interpreted. 

The high normalization value, -2OOmV used because of the graphitic zone, may have distorted 
the plotted values but does not affect the interpretation of the anomalies. The normalized values in the - 
300 to -400 mV range may indicate solphides not graphite. 

The smwy appears to have been set up in an anomalous area so that we may have been detecting 
anomalies within an anomaly which would further complicate the interpretation of the data 

I have noted that while ‘pelting around” the nw surface narrow graphite zone one gets 
relatively large fluctuations in the readings over vq short distances, for example, 10 to 30mV over a 
disrance of 15 to 25 cm. In this survey the graphite zone was only 10 IO 2S cm wide covered by O.Sm of 
overburden and the readings varied by 30 to 40 mV over less than 0.5 metres. The graphite readings were 
in the 450 to -520mV range relative to the base station value of 0 mV in the test area of the Tommy Jack 
survey. The more gradual change in values such as IWmV over 40 to 50 metres may indicate sulphide 
veins and not graphite. 

Note: The survey conducted east of Unnamed Creek is too small to be of any practical use until it 
is eqandcd 

Boulder trains 
The physical location of the floats found on the property was something of a puzzle because of 

the dispersion pattern. This pattern consisted of large floats being topographically downslope from smaller 
pieces but I could not find, after concentrated effort, any sign of a source for these mineralized floats 
upslope from their location. I traced a boulder train on one of the upper fault blocks in very shallow 
overburden thereby realizing that the floats had been transported south. This southerly moving ice 
transported the floats uphill and subparallel to the east scarp of Moret Ridge and is the SOUTC-Z of the 
scattered “lonely’” floats found on the ridge and on the eastern talus slopes. This also helps explain the 
location of the large floats (up to I metre) at the base of the scarps and doun-ice from the soil, VLF and 
SP anomalies. 
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Rock Samples 
There have been many rock samples, primarily floals but of veil local origin, that are of excellent 

grade found throughout the propem. The grades range from .2 to 2.1 o&on gold and .3 to 74 o&on 
silver. These rocks are usually quartz and sulphide rich but the quartz can be sulphidc poor and still carry 
excellent gold grades (NoramWIntertech data). The floats can be found in most drainage patterns within 
the target areas as well as scattered within the overburden. These floats are found in an area from just west 
of Beaver Creek to east of Unnamed Creek, a distance of approximately 3 kilometres. This wide area that 
contains the floats also crosses the strike of the structures and includes the geoph+al and geochemical 
anomalies. 

structures 
Extensional tectonics generated multiple subparallel faults in a northwest to northerly direction 

as well as faults in northcast to easterly direction. The faulting dropped each block as one goes from west 
to east. This interpretation is based on drill sections, air photo tineaments. topography and my own 
cxprierience on the ground. I believe that there are a series of subparallcl faults with a NNW strike that 
cross the properly and are subparallel to or a splay of the major Sk&tine fault zone which is just to the 
east. There are also indications of fault zones at almost right angles to the main fault zone as indicated b? 
the drainage pattern of the bottom of Unnamed Creek, the strike of a da& dike in Unnamed Creek and 
an airphoto lineaments on the southeast corner of the area. The fault mapped by Allen (NNE trending) 
goes from the headaliters area of Beaver Creek towards the area of Noranda’s most intense drilling. This 
NNE trending fault (Allen’s) may also be the reason for the fragmentation and deflexxion of the soil and 
VLF anomalies in the upper area of Beaver Creek. These fault zones provided conduits and areas of 
wakness for the penetration of the intrusive bodies and the mineralizing solutions. Multiple episodes of 
fracturing resulted in the rock units becoming receptive to mineralization in both the sediments and the 
intrusive bodies. 

MineraIization 
The mineralization consists of pyrite. arscnopyrite, galena, sphalerite, tetrahedrite and 

chalcopjtitc primarily in a quartz or qwutxarbonate altered rock. The mineralization is related to dykes 
and/or fault structures, it is emplaced in veins, veinlets and/or stockworks and carries values in gold and 
silver. The alteration consists of qtzdnate ( ankerite, calcite, dolomite ) serecite and chlorite ( mafic 
minerals in the granodiorite dykes ). The dykes themselves show alteration ( clay minerals, carbonate and 
s&cite ) and contain stockworks of mineralized qoarlx The sandstones, being more permeable, show the 
greatest degree of carbonate alteration with ankerite, calcite and qtz-ca&nate forming veins and fracture 
fillings. The carbonate alteration zone mapped to dale is approximately 2 km. X 3.5 km. and open to the 
southeast. In Allen’s report for Intertech (1989) his statistical analysis indicates that there are at lean two 
populations of mineralization thus suggesting at least two mineralizing pulses and possible overprinting of 
alteration/mineralization. 

Ice Movement 
The 1999 program supports the interpretation of a southerly movement of the glacial ice on the 

Tommy Jack pmpcrty. The interpretation of transported soil anomalies is supported by the data collected 
by the tracing of boulder trains, the exposure of b&o& by hand trenching of the soil anomalies and the 
analytical data There is no obvious evidence that this transport of soil anomalies was of any significant 
distance and that all the source rocks are therefore in the immediate victity. 

Soil Anomalies 
The soil anomalies generated by Noranda and Intertech should lx re-interpreted in light of the 

probable transport and smearing of soils by glacial action. 
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STATEMENT OF COSTS 

TOMMY JACK PROPERTY 1999 SEASON 

WAGES 
A. Raven 39 days \@ $225lday 

July 5 to August 12 inclusive 
$8775.00 

N. Raven 33 days @, $150&y (assistant) 54950.00 
July 7 to August 11 inclusive 

CAMP ACCOMMODATION and SUPPLIES 

64 man/day ‘g %6O/day 
includes all expendable supplies, equipment and accommodation 

SERVICES 

53830.00 

Helicopter charter - Canadian Helicopter of Smithers 
Analyical services - Chemex Labs 
Expediting sercices 

TRAVEL EXPENSES 

$2979.78 
$855.73 
5385.00 

Round trip from Pendcr Harbour to Smithers $903.85 

REPORT $2115.00 

TOTAL COSTS 521.804.36 
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STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 

1969 - 73 -------Mineral Exploration 

-geochcmical surveys, geophysics; prospecting in B.C 

1973 - 74 --------- Mineral Exploration 

-geochemical surve?:sl geophysics, diamond drilling in Australia 

1974 to Present -- Mineral Exploration 

-geochemical smwys., geophysical surveys, geological mapping, prospwting, crew training and 

exploration project management in B.C. and the Western U.S.A. 

(Washington,Califomia,Nevada,Arizona,Utah) 

EDUCATION in GEOLOGY 

1977 Prospector’s Course - College of New Caledonia - Prince George B.C. 

1977 Advanced Prospector’s Course - Selkirk College - Castlegar B.C. 

1986 Advanced Prospector’s Course - Malaspina College - Nanaimo B.C. 

1988 Exploration Geochemistq - NWFMA and Association of Exploration Geochemists - 

Spokane Washington U.S.A. 

1990 Petrology for Prospectors - Dr. T. Richards - Smithen B.C. 

1997 Tropical GcochemistT MDRU Short Course - Vancouver B.C. 

1998 MDRU Short Courses 

- Mineral Exploration and Community Relations in Latin America 

- Satellite and Topographical Images and Their Stoctural Analysis in Mineral 

Exploration 

Alan R. Raven 

December 1999 
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FOREWORD 

A GUIDE TO PROSPECTING BY THE SELF-POTENTIAL METHOD 

This guide 10 the self-potential method of geophysical prospecting represents patl of 
continuing effofls by the Ontario Geological Survey to assist explorationists. and to support 
the development and implement?tion 01 sound mineral exploration technologies suited to 
Ontarioconditions. 

The s&potential method is smallkcaled. versatile, and provides a simple, reliable 
and economical means of near-surface electrical prospecting for certain base metal sut- 
phides and other mineral resources. In Canada. discoveries of imwrtant sulphide ore bod- 
ies by the SP method attest to its proven exploration value. Additionally. through research 
and development of the method, there should be further possible refinements and applica- 
tions for SP. 

E.G. Pye 
DirE?CtOr 

Onlario Geological Survey 

. . . 
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PubIications 
I f  the reader wishes to convert imperial units to Si (metric) units or SI units IO imperlal units 
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horn or have been derived lrom Iactors given in the Metric Practice Guide for the Canadian 
Mining and Metallurgical Industries published by The Mining Association of Canada in CWP- 
aration with the Coat Association of Canada 
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A Guide to Prospecting 
by the 

Self-Potential Method 

INTRODUCTION 

The author has used the self-potential or spontaneous 
polarization (SP) prospecting method extensively for 35 
years in surveying mining claims, and considers it the 
best of the electrical geophysical methods. 

Recently, interesl in the method has revived, proba- 
bly due to renewed gold exploration. Most gold deposits 
are not good conductors, but do contain some suiphides 
which can be detected by the SPmethod. 

The few available textbooks which mention the SP 
method are brief in their descripttons of field prospecting 
methods, and some prospectors, who have tried the 
method with insuflicient understanding of the technique, 
have become discouraged and added to the misconcep 
lions about it. Good practical descriptions of the SP 
method are contained in “Prospecting in Canada” by 
Lang (1970) and in “Mtning Geophysics. Second Editdon” 
by Parasnis (1975). 

This guide incorporates and updates information 
from a previous paper by the author (Burr 1960) and is in- 
tended to instruct the layperson in the routine prospect- 
ing use of the method and to encourage mole geophysi- 
cal researchof theSP phenomenon. Much of the material 
presented is unavailable elsewhere and was derived by 
experience through field applications. 

IMPORTANT FACTS 

Although the author has end&wowed to dispel1 some 
misconceptions, and to add ?.ome new facts on the SP 
method in the body of this guide, some Isolated facts 

could be emphasized at the begInnIng: 
1) Hydro and telephone lines, which plague some of 
theother electrical methods, do not affect SP 
2) Iron formation, which acts as a “good conductor” 
with some of the other electrical methods, does not af- 
fect SP unless SulphldeS or graphite are associated 
with it. One mayor iron formation at the Sherman Iron 
Mine. Temagami, Ontario, contains graphite. The SP 
melhod begins to detect lhis anomaly at IeaSt two 
miles away. On the basis of one long north-south trav- 
else conducted by the author, a peak of 4WO mv (4 
volts) was obtained over or near this iron formatlon. 
3) Buried or grounded metal objects can produce 
spurious SP “spot anomalies”. A buried long metal 
pipe can produce a linear and sometimes genuine- 
looking (pseudo)anomaly. Graphite cathodes are 
used beside gas pipe lines to prevent corrosion and 
can produce an abnormally high negative SP anoma- 
ly. Similarly. it can be demonstrated that an axe, pick 
or knife driven into the ground beside the forward pot 
(an SP ground electrode) produces a high negative 
reading in the instrument. 
4) Several years ago in Northern Quebec, the author 
discovered a graphite SP anomaly of 1 volt at a pot 
separation of 300 feet. An unsuccessful experiment 
was conducted to try and achieve a 6 volt potential 
and power a radio. An additional pot merely cut the 
potential to .05 volts. Apparently the current strength 
or “ground amperage” in a near-surface self-potential 
electrical field is not pmpoRional to lhe numb-3 of 
pots used. 
5) Natural SP anor&es of a lew hundred to over a 
thousand millivolts. and of negative sign by conven- 
tion, are caused by the iron sulphides pyrite and pyr- 
rhotite, the copper sulphide chalcopyrile. and the na- 
tive element graphite. Graphite gives the strongest SP 
reaction, followed by pyrrhotite. pyrite, and chalcopy- 
rite. Strong negative anomalies have also been re- 
ported over chalcocite. covellite and anthracite (Sat0 
and Mooney 7 960). Because of the many other faCtOrs 
influencing the strength of an SP response, It IS not 
possible to predict which type of sulphlde 1s responsi- 
ble for Ihe anomaly. A magnetometer or dip needle 
survey may help to determine whether the magnetic 
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iron sulphide pyrrhotite is present or not. 
6) Magnetic Gmns, dealt with in the “Instructions“ 
section of this guide. are a natural phenomenon which 
can be defected by the SP instrument It has been 
suggested thal approaching earthquakes, or an 
atomic explosion any.vhere in the world could be de- 
lecfed by a moniloring SP instrument. In California. 
lhe method is used to locate water leaks m pipelines: 
in Australia. to delect salt springs: and II can also be 
used in geothermal exploration and I” structural stud- 
ies Other applications are also possible but await fur- 
ther research of the SP method. 
7) Manganese oxides (psilomelane and pyrolusite 
wads) have been observed to give posilive SP ano- 
malies. In Jamaica, the author detected high grade 
manganese “veins” or “dykes” which gave strong 
positive anomalies. The sedimentary Sibley Formation 
in the District of Thunder Bay, Ontario contains a man- 
ganese oxide unit which produces alternating high 
positive and high negatrva readings which the author 
interprets as a possible indication of the presence of 
graphite. 
8) Finally. the peak of an SP anomaly is detected with 
the measuring pot positioned directly above the 
source. This is in contrast lo olher electricgl methods 
which can be responsive to the dip of the anomalous 
source. and lhrough mlslnterpretation have led to 
some drill holes that have overshot, or have been 
spotted too far from ortoonear the target. 

BRIEF HISTORY 

The S? method is the earljest electrical geophysical 
method to be discovered or invented It was ftrsl aWed 
in England by Robert FOX (1830) who Conducled SP I+ 
search around the tin mnes 01 Cornwall. and later by Carl 
Barus (1882) who applied Ihe method at the Comestock 
Lode in Nevada. The first sulphlde orebody discovered 
by an electrical method was detec!ed by SP at Naulenen. 
Lapland. Sweden m 1907 (Lundberg 194’8 

BRIEF THEORY 

Mos: explanations 01 the SP phenomenon propose that a 
“wet” sulphlde (or grapntte) body develops negative and 
positive elect:ical potentials at 11s top and boltom. result- 
ing UT a both metallically and electrolytically medlated 
“ilow” 01 electrochem!cally generated current around and 
through the body as shown in Figure 1~ 

It 1s pos?.iDle that sulphlde and graphite bodies I” co- 
ntact with ground water electrolytes induce a ‘spontane- 
ous” DC llow of current. but local ground currents are not 
solely relaled to potential differences arising from sponta- 
neous polarization of a conducting body. The author con- 
siders that the natural telluric fields and currents enclr- 
cling the earth provide a natural applred electrical 



field whrch--close to a” electrolyte-bathed SP body- 
can QIY~ me to a “ConductlYe” spontaneous polarization 
evect which distorts the local primary Qeosymmetry of 
natural electrical fields “ear (he earth’s surtace~ 

For example, if these ground currents are flowing 
through an electrically ~sotroplc and homogeneous rock 
type, they are like the parallel, equispaced sirings of a 
harp. and a uniform potenlial difference field is devel- 
oped (see A in Figure 2). I f  they are passing lhrough dif- 
ferent rock types wth different conductivities, some of the 
nearby “harp srrings” will converge slightly to take ad- 
vantage of a better COndUCtlnQ rock unit. resulting in a 
“resistivity” map which differentiates between different 
conductwities ot Ihe rock types (see B in Figure 2). II the 
currents come upon sulpntdes or graphite they will be 
draw” towards such bodies in an attempt to flow through 
them, resulting in a high potential or anomaly (see C in 
Figure 2). Finally, in a strong magnetic storm, the harp 
strings will quiver as if they were being stroked (see 0 in 
Figure 2). The effect of a magnetic storm will be dis- 
cussed at greater length in the “Instructions” section. 

COMPARISON OF ELECTRICAL 
GEOPHYSICAL METHODS 

Although the SP melhod was extensively and routinely 
used dUri"Q the 1930’s and 40‘s by many well-know” pro- 
fessional geophysicists. currently, it is generally misun- 
derstood or overlooked as a useful and economlcai geo- 
physical prospecting method. 

The lirsl orebady found in Canada by electrical 
methods was surveyed by Hans Lundberg (1928) at the 
Buchan’s Mine in Newfoundland, where conductive ore 
was detected using the SP methods At leasI one orebody 
was found in the Noranda area and Lundberg (1948. 
p. 179) reports: “...a lead-zinc-copper orebody was lound 
in the Eastern Townships Of Quebec. This survey was 
carried out by A.A. Clark and H.G. Honeyman. and the re- 
sults were well coniirmed by subsequent drilling.” He 
also states: “The outlining of the Flin Flon orebody in Man- 
itoba is perhaps the best known example of his [Sherwin 
Kelly’s] surveys.” 
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The author was involved in early field surveying ex- 
periments with the resislivity method. “sing formulae de- 
veloped by Dr. Arihur Brant. University of Toronfo. This 
method requires the “pushlng” of alternating current lnlo 
Ihe ground and can provide an excellent interprellve 
model of the geological stratigraphy and structure. Resis- 
hvity suweytng can also detect conducting anomalies 
which may correlate with burled sulphides or graphite. 
However. the method was found to be cumbersome and 
slow. and soon gave way to the fasler. more portable, but 
less informalwe elecwomagnelic (EM) merhods. More re- 

~ cently the induced polarization (IP) method has been de- 
veloped and applied It also “pushes” current [as DC pul- 
ses whrch naturally decay] into the ground but is much 
more cumbersome than the resislivity method, and much 
more expensive than mosl of the EM methods. It is con- 
sidered to be a composite 01 the resistivity and SP melh- 
ods and is capable 01 delect!ng low resislivity “gocd” 
conduclors and disseminated sulphtdes (including Oxi- 
dized orebodies). 

Unfortunately. the inlerpretation procedure is compli- 
cated and the method will equally well detect iron orldes 
and olher s?mimetallic uneconomic mmerals. A draw- 
back wilh the resistivily. EM and IP methods is that they 
measure secondary electrical fields which are.?.ometimeS 
difficult to interpret. They also respond to unmineralized 
wet shears, faults, and ffssure zones. Perhaps the most 
common cause of “false” anomalies with these methods 
is (he variable depth of overburden over the rock surface. 
If  there is a subsudace valley buried by overburden, all 
the above methods will yield a “psuedoanomaly” Similar 
to an anomaly obsewable over a massive sulphide zone. 

Alternatively. the SP melhod does not d&mine sec- 
ondary fields. so survey results are much easier to intar- 
pret. It does not respond to subsurface valleys. wet clay, 
shears. or laults; and. in lhe author’s experience. the SP 
method does not provide results which could lead to a 
false anomaly, In over 500 SP anomalies which were 
stripped or drilled. the author always found the source ot 
the SP anomaly to be suiphides and/or graphite in the un-~ 
derlying rock. 

The SP method responds lo good conducting sul- 
phides (both oxidized and unoxidized bodies), graphite. 
and nonconducting (disseminared) sulphides if these sul- 
phidea are oxidizing. The author has encounlered only 
two case5 where disseminated sutphides were not de- 
tected by the SP method. In one case, an exposure 01 
disseminated pyrite showed no oxidation “IusI” (gossan) 
whalsoever; in another, sulphides of a pyrite-chalcopy- 
rite-bearing copper orebody were also fresh. and the pH 
oi ihe ground water was found to be 10.0. too basic to ox- 
idize the pyrites According to Lundberg (1940. p.179): 
“The self-potential method must be used wrth some cau- 
lion....and manyorebodies may nol cause any anomalies 
at all. wing tocertain ground-waleroroverburden condi- 
tions.” The proportion of nonoxidizing. nonconduc6ng 
sulphide bodies is unknown. but the author expects that 
the number in Canada is probably very small. It is this 
small percentage of nonconducting sulphide bodies 
which prevents one from saying the SP is a “Yes” or “No” 
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merhad in gecphyslcal prospecling for sulphlde ores~ il 1s 
a Yes or No method for the delection of good conductors 
oniy. but not necessarily for disseminated sulphides 

Another feature of the SP method is !Is abllily lo dlf- 
ferentiaie between anomalies caused by sulphldes and 
anomalies caused by graphlIe Sulphldes produce a 
range 01 up to 350 millivolts be!ween the most posillve 
and most negatwe SP readings. graphite has a htgt:er 
range. The S? merhod also has the abil!ly to “smell” an 
anomaly some dislance away and can smell graphlIe at a 
greater drstance than sulphides 

One of the popular misconceptions aboul the S? 
method is lhat il is IimGd to shallow depths as its delec!. 
ing abliity IS dependent on Ihe presence of oxidizing sul- 
ph,des which usually OCCUr Close to Surface Of the earth 
Lundberg (1948. p.179) states “The sel:-potential 
method is based on Ihe facI that slowly proceeding 
weacherrng !n the upper portlon of a sulphide body IS ac- 
compamed by eleclrical potenlial differences beIween 
:he sur[icial oxidlation zone and the deeper nonoxldized 
portions of the orebody”. Lang (1970, p 162) contends 
this ,dea by noting that graphite is not oxidizing, The au- 
thor has located disseminated sulphides under 25 m of 
sand (including a quicksand layer). and a weak conduc- 
to, under 36 m of overburden. Lang (1970, ~~162) also 
stales: “...reac:ions at the surface may become too weak 
lo inlerpret when the overburden is more than about 300 
feat (91 m] thick.” The author has located “heavy” sui- 
phides capped by 7.6 m of barren rock, with no apparent 
indicationsof oxidahon. 

Another misconception is that one can derive a for- 
mula to determine the percentage of sulphides in an SP 
anomaly based on Ihe strength of fhe readings. Lang 
(1970, p,l62) stares: “The strength of the potential gener- 
ated depends largely on the concentration of sulphldes~” 
One cannot, however. determine any variations in the 
strength of anomalies as dependent on the concentration 
of sulphides. For example. the strongest SF value along 
the strike of an anomaly does not occur where Ihe sut- 
phides are most highly concentrated. but where the 
source of the anomaly is closest to surface. With a little 
practice, one can determine whether the source of the 
anomaly is close enough to the surfaca to be exposed by 
strippings Details are given in the section “Mineral Pro- 
specting with Ihe SP Method”. 

Although the author has stated that Ihe SP method 
does not give false anOmalias. certainoperator errors can 
produce them. To help operators avoid such errors IS one 
of the objectives of this guide. 

LIMITATIONS OF THE SELF- 
POTENTIAL METHOD 

As no one geophysical method is all-embracing. the fol- 
lowing limitations of the SP method should be borne in 
mind when planning surveys: 

1) The SP method cannot be used over water. How 
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ever. Lang (1970. p-152) Slates: “Where Sulphide depos. 
its lie beneath lake waters. the method is not usually ap- 
plicaole except over Ihe ice in lhe winlel’. Further re- 
search Is needed to refine thus technique. 

2) Winter surveys are now possible through snow 
cover using high impedance voltmeters, bul damp. 
ness can shon-crrcuit the ~“strument, extreme cold 
can weaken the batteries. and ice can encrust Ihe 
pots and prevent ground conlact. Preventive mea- 
sures include addition ol glycerine to the pots. and 
carefully planned quick checks Over target areas, to 
maximize surveying belore prolonged frigid tempera. 
lures can affect the equrpment. 
3) A” SP anomaly does not indicate whether conduct. 
ing sulphides are disseminaled or massive, Accord- 
ingly, the anomaly could be tested by another electri- 
cal method such as VLF (very low frequency) to 
determine whether it is a good conductor. At the same 
time. the anomaly could be checked with a magne- 
tometer to determine whether the magnetic iron sul- 
phide pyrrhotite is present. 
4) As mentioned in the section “Important Facts”. the 
SP method responds to pyrrhotite, pyrite, and chalco- 
pyrite. It does not respond to zinc. lead. gold, or silver 
minerals. Howevet, some iron or copper sulphides are 
generally present with these other metals and. if oxi- 
dizing, will result in an SP anomaly. 
5) In the case of a strong and obvious graphile SP 
anomaly, the method cannot Indicate the presence or 
absence of associared sulphides. Presently, only one 
instrument, the RONKA EM-15. can resolve associ- 
ated sulphides, but only if the anOmalous source is 
shallow. and if any associated sulphides are good 
conductors. For reasons not fully underslood, this in- 
strument only responds to good conducting sul- 
phides, but not to graphite. 

SELF-POTENTIAL EQUIPMENT 

A milllvoltmeter-potentiometer is used to take SP read- 
ings by a needle and scale. digital readout, or a” adjusta. 
ble dial which brings a needle or audio signal to a null po- 
sitron. The operator will likely make fewer mistakes in 
recording with a digital readout. Readings should be 
double-checked for precision, pariicularfy at established 
Control stations. 

A basic requirement is a reel of wire. In most cases. 
more than 600 m of wire is desirable. Another useful and 
trmesaving item in conjunction with the use of a long wire 
is a pair 01 walkie-talkies Lastly. the most important items 
are the porous pots. If  these do not function properly, the 
survey becomes a wasted endeavour. Occasionalty the 
millivoltmeter may get wet and showcircuited. This con- 
dition is easy to detect if not to rectify Also, the wire may 
develop a bare spot which may make contact with the 
wet ground and gwe a sudden strong negative reading. 
This IS also easily identilied, though ol rntrequent occur 

rence~ In some circumstances, an unmonitored pot may 
change its potentrat along a survey line and produce 
false anomalous readings. The pots are crucial to Ihe 
successlul operation of the SP equipment. and accord- 
tngly. will be discussed first in the “lnstructlons“ sections 

INSTRUCTIONS 

(1) Operation of SP Equipment 

The Pots 

The iwo pots are generally made of porcelain ceram~ in 
hollow cylindrical forms with porous bottoms. From fhe 
caps. copper electrodes are suspended down into the 
pots. A saturated copper sulphale solution is used as Ihe 
medium to connect the porous pot contact wtth the 
ground, which establishes a mediated electrical contact 
wilh the copper electrodes suspended in solution. If  Iwo 
bare metal electrodes made conlact with the ground, 
there would be a” rnstantaneous surge I” polarlZatl0” be- 
tween them which would the” drop quickly to zero. Wrth 
the copper Sulphate solulion as the mediator of the 
ground contact, no “et polarization effect involving a dis- 
charge of current takes place and the relative potential 
difference between two survey stattons can be measured 
with considerable accuracy. 

Occasionally, the two pots will have. or may develop 
a” inherent polential difference between them. If this is 
only a few millivolts, no harm is done I” runnrng survey 
lines wtth the reel and not correctrng the individual read- 
ings. An error of a lew miltivOlts will not result in false or 
obscured anomalies. However, a high pOt potential differ- 
ence can be very critical in some situations as discussed 
belOW. 

The reason for an original pot difference is. probably 
due to slight variations in construction making one pot 
more porous than the other, and thereby, of a slightly dif- 
ferent conductive response. This is usually a fixed and 
unchanging condition which does not hamper the SP sur- 
vey. However, a sudden change in pOl difference may be 
caused by a crack, by Contact of the porous pan Of the 
pot wtth metal or sulphides. by the drying out of one pot, 
or by the solution in one or both pots becoming underxa- 
turaled in copper sulphate. The pot difference should be 
checked often; for example. at the start 01 the day. at 
noon. at the end of the day, and at each control station 
and tie-i” pornt. 

The filling of the pots must be carried out with care, 
the level of Ihe solution checked often. and additional 
crystals or powder added frequently as required. Without 
ample copper sutphate solids tn contact with Ihe solution. 
a rise in temperature 01 one Or both pots may result in un- 
dersaturation. This is because of the increased solubility 
of copper sulphate at higher temperatures. To make the 
saturated copper sulphate solution. It IS advisable to heat 
the water as the cryslals are being added, until the solu- 
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km is hot and solid crystals are slill present. A pyrex bowl 
is recommended. as the solution IS corroswe. and a 
wooden spoon or stick is useful for stirring. 

Jellying the Pots 

I f  the pots are to be used for a week or more, it IS timesav- 
ing to make a jelly of the solution. Only enough jellied so- 
lution to fill the Iwo pots is requred. The operalion is simi- 
lar lo making any jelly, except it is advisable to add two or 
three times as much gelatln to Ihe water to make a good 
set. The hot water plus gelatin solution should be well s:ir- 
red as Ihe copper sulphate cr+stals are add& Afler the 
solution has cooled, a few crystals should be added 10 
each pot. The jelly solution can lhen be poured into Ihe 
pots. capped. and allowed to sel. One set of jellted pots 
should last an entire prospecting season of 3 or 4 
months~ 

However, the pots should always be stored under 
moist condilions away from excessive heat to prevent 
evaporation and danger of drymg out. 

Pot Difference 

Once the pots have been filled and allowed to coo it is 
possible to determine by a simple procedure whether 
there is any inherent pot difference: 

(1) The pots are placed on or in lhe ground, close to- 
gelher. with one pot connected to wire running tram 
the positive (“far”) connection of the millivoltmeter, 
and the other pot connecIed by wire to the negative 
(“near”)connection. A first reading is taken. 
(2) The pots are now reversed leaving the same wires 
attached to the posilive and negative connections of 
the millivoltmater. and a second reading is taken. 
(3) The formula for calculating the pot difference is: 
(1st Reading + 2nd Reading)R. 

For example. if the 1st Reading is -8 millivolts and the 
2nd Reading is + 10 millivolts, the pot difference is ((-8) 
+ (+ lo))/2 = + 1 n-w. These relatively high readings in- 
dicate that the potential difference between the ground 
and each pot is 9 millivolts, suggesting that the pot differ- 
ence was measured in an anomalous area. However, as 
long as the correct procedure is followed, the true pot dif- 
ference is obtainable anywhere. Once the magnitude of 
the pot difference is established, the positive and nega- 
tive pots should not be interchanged during the course of 
SP survey readings. An alligator clamp on the “forward’ 
positive pot is ample identiiication. and is useful for en- 
gaging and disengaging the end of the wire. The pot dif- 
ference should be regularly monitored and carefully mea- 
sured at eachcontrol station and tie-in point. 

The Millivoltmeter-Potentiometer 

MOS: voltmeters are accompanied by full operating in- 
structions which describe how to read the instrument. II is 
important to emphasize that by convention the forward 
advancing pot should be linked to the positive or far in- 
strument connection and the stationary or rear conlrol 
station 
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pot should linked to the negalive n&?rconnecI~on (Flgure 
1). With the positive pot moving “ahead”. anomalies are 
negatw alter the traditional Carl Barus method which is 
the currently accepted convention. If  the negative pot !s 
inadvertently sent ahead, strong positive readings would 
be anomalous. 

The Reel of Wire 

Wire used in SP prospecting should be strong. thtn. light, 
Ilexibie. and well-insulawd with a smooth sutiace. De- 
pending on the roughness of the terrain, thickness of un- 
derbush. and straightness of the traverse line. a 0~8 km 
length of wire can be pulled off a reel to its end. Wire 
shouid be attached to Ihe forward pot by a clove hitch 
knot, with a bared end connecled to thecoppereleclrode 
which protrudes above lhe pot cap. The connection 
should be made with a short piece of insulated wire se- 
curely attached at one end to the po1 electrode. and to a” 
alligator clamp at the other end in order to make contact 
with the reel wire. With this arrangement. an SP surveyor 
can pull the wire and the forward pot with one hand with- 
out danger of disengagement of the pot connection. 

Theoretically, the potential difference due to the SP 
effect could be measured wth the two pots several kilom- 
eters apart. Although impracticable, a longer wire is pref- 
erable as more readings can be taken with the millivolt- 
meter and rear pot set up at a single control stalion. and 
fewer control stations are needed as discussed below. 

A reel with only 244 m (BOO ft) of wire should not be 
spliced onto an extra length of wire. Regardless of how 
well the wire is spliced and insulated. it will come apart or 
become entangled under most field conditions~ The time 
gamed tram avoiding such survey delays will more than 
compensate lor the cost of an appropriate length (e.g. 
6lOm(2000f~.)ofwire. 

The positive wire from the millivoltmeter should have 
an alligator clamp !o attach to the reel wire, as it is gener- 
ally necessary todisengage the clamp before the reel un- 
winds. .~~ 

The Walkie-Talkies 

Although Ihe two SP operators can shout for a few hun- 
dred meters and then send messages by tugs on the taut 
wire, afasterand more reliable survey can resull from use 
of walkie-talkies for voice communication. The lonvard 
operator can describe the topography (e.g. swamps. 
creeks, up-hill. down-hill. etc.) to the note-taker operating 
the millivoltmeter. and can notify when the torward pot is 
in ground contact and ready lor a reading. Often. the reel 
will stop, the instrument operator will attach the millivolt- 
meter at the rear control Station wire, and then the reel will 
suddenly move forward. resulting in possible damage 
The instrument operator can also inform the forward oper- 
ator of the trend of the readings, and. if “smelling” an 
anomaly, to cut down the readings tram, for example. 20 
m intervals to 10 m or less for a preliminary detailed sur- 
vey of the anomaly. 

The walkie-talkies should not be so powerful as lo in- 
terfere with nearby citizens bands. 



(2) Conducting an SP Survey 

After the pots have been prepared and the initial pot dif- 
lerence measured, lhey may be combined with the milli- 
voltmeter. the reel of ware, the walkie-talkies. and weath- 
erproof note-taking materials m preparation for an S? 
survey along a predetermined lme grids The slarting pro- 
cedure will depend on rhe size Of the grid and the length 
of wire on the reel. For example. the grid shown in Figure 
3 is oriented with a base line (BL) par&? to the s!wcture 
or strikeof rock units and cross lines at right angles. 

With 610 m (2000 ft) of wire a survey moving from 
east to west could effectively cover the area as follows: 
(1) The lirst conlrol station is established on the base line 
at cross line 4W. This station is given a tental& valueof 0 
mv. (2) The pot difference is recorded, and (3) SP survey 
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measulementS are recorded along with pot locations and 
other notes. north and south on lines 0. 4W and 8W, as 
well a5 readings along the base line between tine 0 and 
line BW~ ileadings should never be taken at fOward pot 
spacing Intervals Of over 15 m (50 ft). except possibly 
along the base line In exploration for narrow vein depos- 
its, Ihe intervals should be shonened to deiine the peak. 
Bends I” the wire of 90 degrees or even 360.degree 
loops do not affect the readmgs. 

After line SW has been traversed, readings are taken 
along the base line to line 16W where a careful measure- 
ment is taken and added to the inverse of the pot difler- 
exe. Next. the second control station at BL.lGW is es- 
tablrshed. If  the tentative value of the second control 
stat,on is +5 mv. then all readings taken from the second 
control station set-u*along lines 12W. 16W. 2OW, and 

Figure 3-b example oi /og~st~ca/ deta/s for an SP survey conducled with 610 m (ZOOC It) of wire (see also Table 1). 
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the rest of the base line-are relative to a value of + 5 rnv. 
For example. a reading of -25 mv gives a tentative value 
for that point. or suwey statiorr of -20 mv. All readings or 
final adjusled values may be plotted on suitably scaled 
maps beside the appropriate survey stations. 

With only 244 m (800 ft) of wire, an SP survey con- 
ducted over the samegrrd would require more set-ups, or 
control stations (Figure 4). In such a situation the first con- 
trol station is set up al 7+00N on line 0 (tentative value 0 
mv). and readings taken north. and south to the base line. 
Along the base lrne the pot posrlions should be carefully 
marked for lie-in with other Control stations south of the 
base line. After the northern part 01 line 0 has been run. a 
reading is taken at 4W,7+OON and Ihe inverse of pot dif- 
lerence is added. After Ihis, the rear operator traverses 
over to 4W.7COON where a second control station is es- 
fablished. The rest of Ihe northern pari of line 4W. includ- 
ing Ihe base line, is surveyed and the procedure is re- 
peated across the northern Sectron of the grid to control 
slation 2OW. 7+GON. Next the pots, millivollmerer. and 
reel of wire are moved to 20W.7 +OOS. The southern sec- 
tion of line 20W is traversed, tieing-in at the base line sta- 

tion. Assuming the value at BL.ZOW had been given as 
23 mvfrom thecontrolstaationatfine20W.7 + OON: then, if 
lhe reading (including pot difference) from the new con- 
1101 statron at 2OW,7+OOS is + 10 mv. it follows that the 
new control station is 10 mv more negative than the base 
line at line 2OW- thus -33 mv. The survey is conlinued 
eastward in Ihe same fashion as the north section. It is un- 
likely that the rest of the base line he-ins will check as the 
potential will have changed somewhat because 01 mois- 
ture and temperalure variations. Any discrepancies 
should not produce or hide anomalies. Nevertheless. rt is 
obvious from the above examples that a longer wire pro- 
vides better control 01 background SF variations over a 
larger area (2 control stations versus 12 control stations 
and 6 tie-ins), and allows a faster and more eflioent sur- 
vey to be run. 

When following the normal procedure of placing Ihe 
pots on or in the ground. it is possible to obtain variatrons 
of up to 110 my due to the varying acidity and bioelectric 
activify of soils. Wet swamps tend to give positive SP ~a- 
lues. and dry hills negative ones. In areas where there is a 
more uniform type of SOif cover, the background range is 

Figure 4-An example of logistal delarfs for an SF survey ConduCted wrlh 244 m (BOO If) of wires 
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much less. As an extreme example of this. a detailed irav- 
erse across a 244 m (800 fl) wide tailings pond may gtve 
a range I” readings lrom + 1 10 -i m”. probably due to 
the unilorm acidity 01 the tallings~ The au:hor observed 
Similar small variations in the residual solis of Jamacca. 
Lang (1970. p.162) states: “Pronounced slopes...- 
sometimes introduce a topographic effect...” Forlunately, 
I” Canada this polentlaf variation Of the background 
agrees with the lopography. and, in nonanomalous areas 
of swamps and hills, fhe SP contours correiate to topo- 
graphic teatures This 3s one reason why Ihe topography 
at each stallon would be noted. Another imponant rea- 
son is shown in ‘igure 5~ 

Figure 5 represents hypothetlcai S? values along 
one line. In example A SP measuremen:s occur on a 
“flat” map showing no topography. such !hat the weak 
negatives opposite the ? would normally be ignored. Ex. 
ample B shows a small rise which 7iould explain the “eg- 
atwe readings in terms of normal background topo- 
graphic variation. However, if there is a swamp. as in 
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B 

Figure 5-Theorel;cal .SP readings showing lhe effects of 
topography. 

example C, these weak “egatrves would delin$tely be 
anomalous. 

Under favourable conditions a” SP survey such as 
lhat depicted by Flgure 3 could cover the area wilh a few 
hundred readings in one or two days, traversing approxi- 
mately 4 km of grid. II a” SP survey detects strong ano- 
malous “egalives and has also covered a lew swampy 
areas, it is like!y that the greatest positive and “egawe 
values 01 the survey have been encountered. As a” ex- 
ample, SP survey notes might read as shown in Taole 1. 

If  the range of values 1s of fhe order 01250-300 rnv. or 
more. about one third of that range is probably back- 
ground variation due to the varying acidity ot the soils. In 
this case, if the most positive tentative value IS near r 100 
mv, or near t 10 mv, it should be give” a” adjusted value 
of + 50 mv and Ihe other tentative values adjusted ac- 
cordtngly. For example. if the most posrtive tentative ~a- 
lue is 175 mv, it is adjusted to +50 nw and it follows that 
a nomWzerof -25 mv must be added to all the tentatwe 
values. as in Table 1. to yield the f;na/adjusted value. 

If  the most positwe tentative value is between +40 
and -60 mv, no adjustment is necessary. In most cases 
the most positive value is ovel a swamp or low wet 
ground. 

In some localized anomalous areas the range from 
most pos&ve to most negatwe readings may be 150 nw. 
or less, and is probably due to a more uniform soil cover. 
In such a case. the most positive tentative value should 
be adjusted to about +25 mv. In most circumstances, 
one does not know at the time when the lirst controf sta- 
tion is set-up, what anomalous conditions will occur. On 
more than one occasion. the author has unknowingly set- 
up a first control station over a” anomaly and all the sub- 
sequent readings were positive to high positive. 

The purpose of the adjustment is to attain a final bal- 
anced background range about the zero value, such that 
the anomalous signals are more readily recognized and 
interpreted The background is the range of electrical 
self-potential which is due mostly to variatkons in topugra- 
phy or soil PH. For example. a final adjusted value 01 -50 
mv on top of a hill would not necessarily be anomalous. A 
value of -70 mu, or more negative, would be. In the sec- 
ond case above. with a background range of 50 rnv or 
less. a” adjusted value of -25 mv on top of a hill would fwt 
necessarily be anomatous. A value of -40 mv would be It 
should be stressed that over a swamp. as illustrated 
above. an anomaly due to buried sulphides might be 
much less negative, or in some cases, a low positive. SP 
anomalies under swamps and deep overburden are 
much weaker than on hills and shallow overburden. Thus, 
topographic information is needed in this type of electri- 
cal survey. Below. in the section on “Alternative Field 
Methods”, a simple technique which minimizes the top+ 
graphic effect is discussed. 

Magnetic Storms 

Solar flares produce geomagnetic disturbances which 
are related to the phenomenon of the aurora borealis and 
can cause magnelic storms of several days duration. 
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Guide to Prospecting, Self-F’otmtial Method 

TABLE 1 AN EXAMPLE OF SPSURVEY NOTES FOR A SURVEY CONDUCTED WITH A 
REELOF WIRE 610 METERS (ZOOOft.) LONG ON A400ft -SPACED GRIO 
(see Figure 31. 

control 
Station 

BL. 4W 

BL.lGW 

SWWY 
Station Reading 

Tentative +(-25) = Final Adjusted 
VEillIe (Normalizerl Value 

(Millivolul 

- - 0 -25 
B L.3W +3 +3 -22 
B L.ZW a a 33 
BL,lW -12 -12 -37 
BL.0 -7 -7 -32 
0+50N -2 -2 -27 

BL,lGW 

- 

BL.15W 

etc. 

+5 

- 
-25 

(a “quiet” area) 

t5 

+5 
-20 

(probably anomalous) 

-20 

-20 
-45 

%L,12W -70 65 -90 
0+50N -44 -39 -64 

The intensity and effects of magnetic storms in north- 
ern areas are enhanced near strongly magnetic iron for- 
mation. During a magnetic storm, SF readings fluctuate in 
an unpredictable and random fashion similar to 
fluctuations observable on a magnetometer under Ihe 
Same conditions. Generally, the magnetic storm has no 
effect on the SP readings until the two pots are more than 
about 100 metres apart: and increased pot separations 
increase the violence of the lluctuations. Magnetic storms 
may start suddenly and last only a few minutes, or they 
may last a few days. Except for short traverses. an SP 
survey wRh a ree of wire is not possible under storm con- 
ditions. Below, an alternative field method will be dis- 
cussed which can avoid the effects of a magnetic storm. 

10 

(3) Alternative Field Methods 

Topographic Problems 

Although the intluence of topography on SP readings 
may be interpreled and anomalies recognized, the prob- 
lems can be confusing lo the inexperienced operator. For 
several years. the author has used a technique which ef- 
fectively inhibits the topographic effect and gives better 
ground contacts. even on rubble and bare outcrops. 

First, two porous canvas sample bags are filled with 
material which will stay wet for several hours. such as 
black muck, loam. or sawdust. Second, a pot is inserted 
in each sample bag and tied on. Bolh pots are then in 



contact with a medium ot constant pH. ant the influence 
of uarginq acidity is strongly altenuated. AS a result. read- 
lnqs become more uniform. the background displays a 
narrower range. anomalies in swamps are better delined. 
and anomalies on hills are less negative and less exaq- 
gerared. A fInal adjusted valve of + 10 mv for the most 
pos,t,ve value IS adequale, and a -25 mv value may be 
anomalous. 

Magnetic Storm Problems 

A maqnellc storm can hamper or preclude an SP survey 
conducted with a reel of wle~ However, by mownq both 
pots at a conslant sepaiat1on along a survey Ikne. It IS 
possible to overcome the effec!s 01 a magnetic storm. 
Only on rare occasions such as in northern latitudes near 
sironqly magnetic iron lormat:on, could there be any 
flucluatlon with a pot separation of about 15 metres @Oft) 
or so. 

There are two altemat~ve methods by which two op- 
erators can move aonq a survey line without the reel, but 
linked together by about 20 m of wire. to allow for 15 me- 
tre-spaced (50 tt) readings in rugged topography. Both 
methods are much faster than a surwey conducted with a 
reel since it is not necessary to walk back along a ljne and 
reel the wire in. From the base line the operators can SW 
vey along Ihe longest lines. traverse across along a lie- 
line or through the bush to an adjoining line, and survey 
along it back to the base line. and over to the staning sta- 
tion to tie &.-similar lo magnetic surveying methods. 

One method requires thal the rear negative pot be 
moved up 10 the same ground contact location on wnich 
the iorward positive pot was positioned. Under field WI- 
veyconditions this method is impracticable due to the dil- 
liculty of placlng the rear pot on the exact ground contact 
position of the forward pot, such tha! every station be- 
comes an unconlrolled “control slation”. 

A preferable alternative lor S? surveying during 
magnetic storms is the “leapfrog method” shown in iig- 
“E6. 

This method solves the problem of unccnlrolled con- 
trol stations. but adds to the arithmetic computations 01 
the operator taking notes since each statson has to be 
evaluated before the next statson is “read.‘~ Both of Ihe 
methods involve adding the inverse pot diflerence lo 
each readlnq 

For example. the leaplrog pattern can be siarred 
from an estabbshed control slation on the base line wllh 
an asstgned tentatwe value of 0 mv An example 01 !ypi- 
cal survey nales is snown in Table2. 

The control stallon. with a tentative vaiue 01 0 my. 
reads the poStwe pot at 0+ 50N. The reading 15 +5 “7”: 
thus. with a pot difierence (P.D.) of -1 mv. tne corrected 
read!ng is -6 rnv and lhe tentative value is O-6 = r 6 
rm Next. the negative pot is moved to 1 +OON and reads 
slation 0~50N. The correc!ed reading 1s -9 mv Thus. 
0+50N is 9 rnv more neqatwe than 1 -0ON; or 1 +OON is 
9 mv more positive than 0+50N. Thus 1 +OON has a 
transposed reading of +9 mv (see Table 2). and the ten- 
tatlvevalueal1-OONis(+6) + (+9) = +ljmv.The 
postlive pot is then moved from 0+50N to 1 +50N. Sta- 
tion 1 - 50N has a tentative value of i 31 mv. The nega- 
tive pot is then moved to 2 +OON and reads 1 - 50N. If  the 
corrected reading is i36 rnv, then the transposed read- 
ing of -36 mv means that 2 + OON IS 36 mv mole negative 
than 1 + 50N and thus has a lentative value of .5 mv. 

To ensure that results are meaningful, it 8s important 
to keep a careful record of each reading and calculation 
for later rechecking. On returning to the base line. the 
readings should be tied-in to the control StatIon from 
which the traverse started An exact tie-in or eqwalence 
01 starting and finishing readmgs at the conlrol stallon Is 
unlikely, but depending on the number Of stations read. 
one can treat the tie-in error as one would treat correc- 
kens for maqnet#c diurnal variation during a magnetic 
survey. For example if the tie-in reading is +50 mv after 
50 readings. then working backwards one would distrib- 
ute the discrepancy by adding -50 to the last reading. -49 
to the second last, and so on. However, if the change in 
readings at the control station is several hundred mllil- 



Guide to Prospecting, Self-Potential Method 

TABLE 2 AN EXAMPLE OF SP SURVEY NOTES FOR A SURVEY CONDUCTED USING 
THE “LEAPFROG” METHOD WITH A FIXED LENGTH OF WIRE (see Figure 61. 

Reading plus inverse Transposed Final 
COlltd SUtVW Pot Difference Reading at Tentative Adjusted 
Station Station Pot P.D. = t-11 Negative Pot VdW VdW? 

(Miilivoltsl 

EL.0 o+clo t-1 - - 0 . . . . . 
0+50N (+I +5+t+11=+6 +(+a +6 . . . . . 
1 +OON 6) .lOC(Cl)=-9 -1-9) +15 . . . . . 
1+!50N (+I +15+(+11=+16 +I+161 +31 . . . . 
BOON f-1 +35+(+1)=+36 -(+36) -5 . . . . 

valls it is necessarv to recheck calculations or resurvey 
the lines. 

Although faster, this alternative method is somewhat 
complicated. requires careful arithmetic. and usually in- 
volves an adjustment to bring the relative values into rea- 
sonable perspective for interpretation. Despite savings in 
time, it is not recommended unless one is obliged to use 
it due to magnetic stormsor a shortageof wire. 

(4) Notes on the Interpretation of SP 
Survey Results 

The results of an SP survey can be effectively repre- 
sented and interpreted by using maps on which the final 
adjusted values are shown along with SP line proliles, or 
more preferably, SP contours of appropriate inlewals. II a 
good background range is established. most anomalies 
are well delineated as mx? negative areas. 

Anomalies of -450 mu, or more negative. are due to 
graphite, but anomalies Of -350 to -400 mv can occur in a 
variety of lithologic or mineralized conditions. Generally, 
detailed follow-up readings along the strike of the ano- 
maly can resolve some of the possibiiites. 

Another situation sometimes encountered during an 
SP survey is a line of values which are more negative than 
the values along the adjacent lines on each side. This 
means that the anomalous SP contours run along the line 
at right angles to the base line and also to the regional 
strike. This condition may either be due to a loss of con- 
trol, or the presence of a crosscutting conducting body 
which may contain sulphides. Loss of control may be due 
to a sudden change in pot ditference. an erroneous read- 
ing (value) of the control station, or location of the control 

station over an anomaly. Similar to magnetic surveys. SP 
surveys are better controlled lrom nowammalous control 
stations. If  control stations are to be set up on the base 
line, it is preferable to first survey the base line. back and 
fmth if necessary. to establish reliable values. Then. if 
some parts of the base line are anomalous, these should 
be avoided as control stations if possible. Since slight 
variations in moisture or temperature can change the 
electrical potential of any station, it is likely that in an ano- 
malous area the change wilt be greater. To determine the 
cause of an anomalous line of values. the readings along 
it should be repeated. Repeated surveys of SP anomalies 
due to buried conductors are generally replicalive: al- 
though, they may change in strength due mainly to Yaria- 
lions in the level of the water table. A low water table 
produces stronger negatives than a high water table. 

If  duplicate readings should substantiate that an 
anomaly follows along a survey line. some follow-up 
cross traverses perpendicular to the line may be required 
in order to detail the anomaly as depicted in Figure 7. 

In some cas?s the line profiles or contours of SP va- 
lues may be used to appmximatety indicate Ihe drectlon 
of dip of a conducting body (see Figure B). This is particl- 
uarly so in level areas of no topographical effect or when 
using the canvas sample-bag method (see “AlternatIve 
Field Methods”). 

K&M&al Prospecting with the SP 

The main procedures 01 the SP method are described un- 
der the heading “Conducting an SP Survey”. SP pro- 
specting may be conducted with a reel of wire: or. at a 
constant pot separation, depending on which is mole 
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convement. Normally, it is not necessary to cut picketed 
grid lines for prospecting. as pace-and-compass tram- 
eases provide sufficienl control over location of anoma- 
lies. 

When an anomaly has been detected it s<ould be 
“peaked up”. This means that the forward pot is moved 
back along the survey line until the highest reading on 
that traverse line is accurately located. This may require 
moving the pot only a few centimetres along the line. 
Next. the rear pot and millivoltmeter are moved up close 
lo the anomaly, preferably at or near a surveyed station 
so that the new control station can be tied-in to the rest of 
the survey values. As an example, the peak on Ihe survey 
line in Figure 9 is -225 mv; since somewhere along strike 
the peak could rise to a “graphite” level. it is necessary to 

maintain some control over the relative magnitude of SP 
values. Assuming the new Control s&lion IS found to be 
valued at -125 mu, it is possible lo do a further check per- 
pendicular to the traverse line to establish the location of 
the anomaly peak more accurately. I f  there is higher 
ground to the right and lower ground to lhe left. it is prel- 
erable to test Ihe higher ground fnst by a detaiied parallel 
traverse line some 5 to 10 m from the original survey line, 
as shown in Figure 9. 

If  a second peak of -205 rnv is located to the right. 
this means that the best direction was chosen. and an- 
olher detailed traverse line should be surveyed farther to 
the right. The third peak may be only -105 mv. Thus the 
strongest vaule is near -285 mv. Next. it 1s possible to pin- 
point the SP target by “potting” along strike until the maxi- 

figure S-An example of dip detemWat;on using SPdata. 
(A&cross-section o/a d,pping sulphide body. 
(8~-line profi/a of SP readings over (A) show;ng smcoX gentle s/opa on the down-dip side and steep abrt!Pt 
slope on fhe up-d@ side. 
(C+contours of SP readings over(A) show&g wider spacing interval down-dip and a closer interval up-dip. 
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SrRlKE 

Figure IO-The “‘spiderweb”methodofSPsurvey;ng, 

CONCLUSIONS 

mum peak is localed, probably between the original trav- 
erse line and the -285 rnv value for the above example. 
Assuming the highest peak value is -320 mv, this is where 
the source of the anomaly is closest to surface. To evalu- 
ate whether the anomaly can be exposed by stripping, it 
is necessary to “pot” around the highest peak by taking a 
dozen or so readings over an area olabout 30x30 cm2 (1 
nq 

I f  the readings around the peak vary by only 1 to 5 
rnv within the square area, then the swrce ol the anomaly 
is probably below fhe water table and inaccessible by or- 
dinary overburden stripping. If  the readings vary by 5 to 
15 mv or more. the anomaly is above the water table and 
probably may be exposed by stripping off the overbur- 
den with a shovel and pick. If  the peak area varies by 25 
to 50 rnv or more. the source 01 the anomaly is probably 
graphite which may. or may not. be above the water ta- 
ble. 

An alternative to thegrid prospecting method for sur- 
veying well-slaked contiguous claims is the “spidenveb” 
technique illustrated in Figure 10. 

Four claims can be covered from a single control sta- 
tion. This method is recommended for base metal pro- 
specting in areas where only large sulphide bodies are of 
interest. It is not recommended for gold prospecting. 

Lang (1970. p.162) states: “Of all the geophysical meth- 
ods applicable to the search for sulphides. the spontane- 
ous polarization technique provides the quick& field 
procedure and also furnishes highly definite information 
as to the occurrence or absence of sulphide mineraliza- 
tion...With the exception of graphite there are but few in- 
significant factors lo lead the gwphysicist astray when 
interpreting the spontaneous polarization results.” 

Nevertheless, because varying concentrations of 
iron sulphide are common near the surface of the earth’s 
crust. and are readily detected by the SP method. there 
may be a considerable number 01 SP anomalies which 
are due touneconomic mineralization. Thus SPshouldbe 
combined with other prospecting methods when the na- 
ture of mineralization is in doubt. Also, laboratory and 
field research into several important aspects of the SP 
method are lacking. For example. the feasibility and ef- 
fectiveness of SP surveys over ice are not well estab 
lished. Other areas of possible investigation include the 
effects of magnetic storms, the extra intensity 01 these 
storms near major iron formatiins. rhe effect of hydrother- 
mal alteration on SP anomalies. improvement of the can- 
vas sample-bag technique (see “Alternative Field Meth- 
ods“) to eliminate potentials due to varying soil acidity, 
derivation and refinement of topographic correction tech- 
niques, and USC? of the SP method to monitor earthquakes 
or atomic explosions. 
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